T R AV E L

S O L U T I O N S

Drying

8 Arm Camper Rack

just got easier.

New!

8-Arm Camper Rack

This easy to use rack hangs on your camper
ladder for 16' of drying space and can be lifted
off and folded up for compact storage.
Closed: 6" x 6" x 32" • Open: 22" x 541/2"

Choose our…
BASIC

KIT

100
pıeces

16 Arm Floor Rack

Hours of Fun!
Creative Logs are a brand new
version of an age-old toy that has
provided countless hours of fun for
generations of children. Order today—
simple and enduring Creative Logs.

Creative

LOGS

™

Or select the…
LARGE

KIT

250
pıeces

All pieces in Creative Logs kits are
inspected before packaging to ensure
quality materials and workmanship.

Floor
Standing
Drying
Rack

Space-saving racks to satisfy all your customers.
Floor Standing Clothes Racks
Shown collapsed for storage.

The traditional drying rack never goes out of style.
it’s available pre-assembled or in kits. Collapsible for
convenient storage.

8-Arm Wall Rack
This rack takes up very little wall space
and unfolds easily. Arms are supported
by a strong rectangular rod-in-groove
design. 311 4" high x 6" wide when
closed, 22" high x 541 2" wide when
fully open.

16-Arm Floor Rack

Now there’s a fresh and unique new way
to dry. With 16 arms and easy set-up, your
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strong metal components ideal for drying
any type of clothing. 27" high x 8" in
diameter when closed. 42" high x 541 2"
in diameter when fully open.
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48"w

Wall Hanging Clothes Racks
Spoke & Clothespin Drying Rack
48 clothes pins, there’s room for plenty of socks, hand
towels or other small items. 27 inches in diameter.

Extremely space-saving, these racks are available in 20"
and 30" widths. Racks fold completely into the frame when
not in use, extending only 81 2" from the wall. Extends to 38"
when fully open.
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